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Foreword
It is not my purpose to write a prolix and technical treatise nor to act as
advertising agent for any particular brand of machinery. That I write at all
is because of my observation that many men who build sawmills do not
know how to build them, either for efficiency or for economy, and certainly
many men who operate them are squandering both their own and their
country's resources.
I recently read in the American Lumberman a query as to whether there
were any textbooks to be had on how to build and operate a sawmill. The
answer was: "There is none." Prof. C. A. Schenck, formerly of the Biltmore
Forest School, compiled a book on ''Lumbering and Lodging" to be used as
a textbook in the school. It is a valuable work but it does not contain any
practical suggestions that help the average sawmill man. It is too technical
and anybody that knows the sawmill man knows he will not read a
technical book. I do not assume fully to supply this need but simply to offer
some practical suggestions, gleaned from experience and observation, that
may help some others to avoid some of the mistakes I, myself, have made. I
may also provoke some more competent authorities to take up the subject
and to write something really worthwhile. Thus we would eventually build
up some authoritative saw- milling literature. Nor do I assume to write for
the man who owns his modern bandmill; makes more in a day than I do in a
month, and knows the business better than I could ever hope to know it. He
is too busy anyway to read what I have to say. He could probably write
much better himself and say more in fewer words, but is too but is too busy
for that. He will tell you he had to learn by hard knocks; let the other fellow
do the same. Why should he give information gratis that cost him years to

accumulate? I write rather with the man in view who operates the small
sawmill, sawing anywhere from 10,000 to 30,000 feet a day, or the man
who is contemplating taking a flyer in the sawmill business â€” the farmer
who owns some timber and thinks he will turn it into lumber, having heard
vague rumors of the high prices of lumber, and knowing what he has to pay
for the few thousand feet he buys annually from the local lumber yard.
There are also a large number of successful men who have made money in
business or professions that are interested in timber as an investment. Later
they decide, like the farmer, to manufacture their own stumpage. There are
those also who have had northern...
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